For high performing accounting majors in the School of Business. Earn both a B.S. and an M.S. Accounting degree in five years and fulfill the 150 credits needed for the CPA requirement. The MSAccel allows you to jump start your graduate degree while you are an undergraduate student.

1. Apply to the accelerated master’s in accounting through this link (Make sure to select the ACCELERATED master’s in accounting)

2. For the start term, enter the semester after you graduate from your undergraduate degree. (If applying in fall 2020, enter spring 2021)

3. Select courses you are interested in taking from this list: ACCT 636, ACCT 672, ACCT 670, or ACCT 630. (View the descriptions here)

4. Enter Mary Hayes Collins (mhayesco@gmu.edu) as the "Recommendation - UG Advisor"

If you have questions about the application, call 703-993-8006 or email sbusgrad@gmu.edu